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 appears to be a new protostar in the Galactic center region. This is a brown dwarf with a mass of and a temperature of 1400 K.
It was discovered by the Near-Infrared Mosaic Camera and Multi-Object Spectrometer (NOMAD) survey. Nomenclature The
components of this object have not been given a designation for stars 1 through 5. IAU used to designate only stars and brown

dwarfs, and so for these objects the following naming scheme is used: α-2 (ra) or β-2 (dec) and x-y (proper motion in right
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ascension and declination respectively). The object's alternative designation, as GCS3 X-ray source 09340537-6831401, follows
the scheme for X-ray sources. References Category:Brown dwarfs Category:Near-infrared objects Category:T Tauri stars

Category:Herbig Ae/Be stars Category:Brown dwarfs with disks Category:Circumstellar disks Category:Gassilew (constellation)
Category:K-type main-sequence stars Category:Durchmusterung objects 06831-6830 0508Julia Moritz Julia Moritz (born 10

March 1998) is a German footballer who plays as a midfielder and has appeared for the Germany women's national team.
Career Moritz has been capped for the Germany national team, appearing for the team during the 2019 FIFA Women's World

Cup qualifying cycle. External links Category:1998 births Category:Living people Category:German women's footballers
Category:Germany women's international footballers Category:Women's association football midfielders Category:Frauen-

Bundesliga playersMorticella albicante Morticella albicante is a species of sea snail, a marine gastropod mollusk in the family
Muricidae, the murex snails or rock snails. Description Distribution Houart R. (1999). Marine Shells of Tropical West Africa.
in: R.N.H.I. Anderson et al. (eds), Tropical Deep-Sea Benthos. 1-263. Singapore : Linkletter & Winston. Category 82157476af
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